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ALFRED NOYES COMES
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

"GREATEST IN ENGLISH LETTERS WHO HAS VISITED IOWA" SAYS PROF. ANSLEY

Also Recommended by Clubs and Societies of City and University.-Sonic.
ated for Second Time as Cedar Rapids--Excellen Reader.

"Alfred Noyes is the greatest man in the field of English literature that has ever visited the university. In vigorousness and quality of his work as a poet he is not inferior to Kipling."

This was the answer of Professor C. F. Anelsey when asked as to the reputed merits of the famous English poet, who is to appear in the auditorium next Thursday evening. Another member of the English faculty has declared Mr. Noyes to be one of the three or four greatest living poets.

These opinions bear out the desirability of the efforts of Alfred Noyes work. In addition, his poetry has met with popular approval which is evidenced in the work of R. W. Tinkes, a well known critic of poetry, has written, "I think the songs I've heard are the best poems some years ago.

In regard to his ability as an entertainer, it is well known that he is a master in the interpretation of his own works. Few eminences of Mr. Noyes' appearance are equalled in stressing his excellent readings as one of the chief charms of his program. Those who have the privilege of hearing him last year in Cedar Rapids, and those in the university who have attended his programs, are of the opinion that his ability as a reader is second only to his mastery as a writer.

Professor Winsley of Yale has added to this acclaim of Mr. Noyes' achievement when he states that Alfred Noyes has "seen the approval of the critics and what is more, the heart and soul of all those who read his poems." When it was learned at Cedar Rapids that he would appear, at

FRESHER PARTY PLEASES MANY
Covered Band Will Enter 20 Expectations and Tennis Floor to be Ultiam Friday

Over two hundred couples were present at the annual complacency party given at the university auditorium last Friday evening. It is stated on good authority that this is the largest crowd that ever attended a social function in Iowa.

The crowd extended all expectations of those in charge and before the main event had arrived there was a supply of goods that was exhausted.

The party was not so great, there being about one hundred people there to provide those on the floor.

Music was furnished by Society orchestra. This period a big event was the presentation of the committee to the quality of music given the party.

Nearby the entire evening was spent in the Auditorium and the students present. These new songs were followed by the two steps and waltz and according to reports there were branches of the 

PROFESSOR BUSH TO ADDRESS
AT PHILOLOGICAL CLUB

Will Talk on "Foreigners At Home"

Thursday Evening in Liberal Arts

Professor Stephen H. Bush will speak at the regular meeting of the Philological Club Tuesday evening. The program had for its subject, the President. He is only fitted to deliver an interesting discus
tion on that subject. Not only is he the head of the Foreign department but he has spent the past year in Paris studying the language and cultures of the people.

The lecture is about a nation of people that are attracting much at
tention at the present time. It is expected that the lecture will appeal to all university people. The affair will occur in room 212 Liberal arts building.

BULLETIN

(Chicago, Ill.) Jan. 17. The score of the 18 to 12 victory of Indiana at Baltimore over Chicago in the hotly contested game at 19 in favor of Chicago.

QUINTET MEETS MINNESOTA MONDAY

LOCAL BASKETBALL MEN WILL PLAY THE GUESTS ON THE ARMORY FLOOR

Still Contest is Anticipated--Northwest is Said to Have The Best Team in the State--At least two big events. This will be the best chance of a mixer to be held next Thursday evening. The committee in charge of this event is hard at work to see that this feature of the program will attract much attention.

I doubt there will be some for the mixer. Another event of a musical nature that was scheduled for the same evening passed rapidly and hall; the main crowd had arrived.

The program will be the feature taken on by the organization. basket tossers who are able to score points at psychological moments. Because

If you are interested in attending the musical entertainment which is to be held at the Armory on Thursday evening, the committee has decided to ac
to their work under the guidance of the staff. The committee has been given liberal endorsement of the committee.

Another plan is being made by the Debating Club to entertain the guests with a program of music, which will be distributed with the program. It will be

DEBAT NEW PRESIDENT
Iowa City people are interested deeply in the election of Dr. J. H. F. Kirk to the presidency of the University of Chicago, with the appointment of a president to enter his office at a time of national and world importance is represented by Helen Hardin, Velma Marshall and Esther Paul. Debate is supervised by Professor B. H. Bacon. The new president at the moment is

CHAMPIONSHIP DEBATE
REP. 39, OCTAVE-THANET
Women of University to Stage Debate on January 23

Debating "The Municipal Control of Churches," the Republican and Democratic platforms are

Social Hour

All students connected with or interested in basketball will be present.

The committee on basketball of the Iowa Intercollegiate Athletic Association is inviting to Rev. and Mrs. D. G. Corr

Restaurant to start at 6:30 p.m.

Cuba Plane Another Big Event to be Given at the United Future

After the success of the Iowa Union dance at the armory auditorium last Friday evening the meeting has been placed for another engagement at the popular indoor sport Monday evening. The committee at the armory on Tuesday evening. There will be another big event. This will be another facility over a week ago. The exchange is in a room.

Another member of the English faculty has declared .Mr. Noyes to be one of the three or four greatest living poets.

These opinions bear out the desirability of the efforts of Alfred Noyes work. In addition, his poetry has met with popular approval which is evidenced in the work of R. W. Tinkes, a well known critic of poetry, has written, "I think the songs I've heard are the best poems some years ago.

In regard to his ability as an entertainer, it is well known that he is a master in the interpretation of his own works. Those who have the privilege of hearing him last year in Cedar Rapids, and those in the university who have attended his programs, are of the opinion that his ability as a reader is second only to his mastery as a writer.

Professor Winsley of Yale has added to this acclaim of Mr. Noyes' achievement when he states that Alfred Noyes has "seen the approval of the critics and what is more, the heart and soul of all those who read his poems." When it was learned at Cedar Rapids that he would appear, at

FRESHER PARTY PLEASES MANY
Covered Band Will Enter 20 Expectations and Tennis Floor to be Ultiam Friday

Over two hundred couples were present at the annual complacency party given at the university auditorium last Friday evening. It is stated on good authority that this is the largest crowd that ever attended a social function in Iowa.

The crowd extended all expectations of those in charge and before the main event had arrived there was a supply of goods that was exhausted.

The party was not so great, there being about one hundred people there to provide those on the floor.

Music was furnished by Society orchestra. This period a big event was the presentation of the committee to the quality of music given the party.

Nearby the entire evening was spent in the Auditorium and the students present. These new songs were followed by the two steps and waltz and according to reports there were branches of the branch made by the committee on the floor. The ruling made by the the highes e ndorsement of her con-
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LA.uer and Is aletes are better men than the minor "W" Spaulding cause football, crew, track and assistant work college does track team than he would have been if he wrestled and won his bout from the Washington Daily: Henry Hildebrand...

"The aristocracy in athletics?" Washington Is supposed to be a democratic institution. We are here for a purpose, but while we are here we do other things. We play football, row, track, wrestling and basketball - the re are other things. and wolves. Eagles are very numerous. We play from the Washington Daily:

"Just what is the difference between the major and minor sports?" Does a man do more to win a football or crew better than he does if he makes the basketball five? Is he more of an athlete if he runs on the track team than he would have been if he wrestled and won his bout from some other college magazine? "There is a proposition before the students now regarding the democratizing of athletics. Basketball and wrestling are now classed as minor sports. Why? Is it because Mr. Spaulding's minions have so little control over the program? Is it because the major athletics are better men than the minor "W" winners? Why is it that wrestling and basketball are told to take a back seat? "The Daily believes wrestling and baseball are as entitled to be given the major spots in baseball and track. But Mr. Spaulding's guide says not. The only conclusion we can come to is to let Mr. Spaulding do the worrying. Basketball and wrestling are not money makers! When did basketball back or ever make any money? When it comes to the election, go out and vote. Do you want the varsity's sports demoralized? Or are you in favor of the present system of athletocracy in athletics? - Washington Daily"

RACOON CLUB

At the meeting of the Racoon club Friday evening, Professor R. S. Wylie spoke on "Southeastern Alaska." Professor Wylie was a member of the expedition sent to the coasts of southeastern Alaska by the United States government to determine the location of beds of non-wood which might be available for use as fertilizers. Professor Wylie showed specimens of different kinds of seawaeds collected on the expedition. These seaweeds contain from ten to thirty per cent of potash, one of the necessary constituents of fertilizers. Many famous mineral veins were shown of the varied aspects of the territory investigated. The coast line of this area is very much indented by steep and narrow fjords. Many high and rugged islands are separated from each other and the mainland by narrow tortuous passages. The slopes of the land in general are precipitous from the coast line at angles as high as seventy-five degrees. The imagine sell of these steep slopes yet supports a mantle of trees rising one row, another, and wolves. Eagles are very numerous. The streams and the sea are full of fish.

SEVEN DAYS WILL APPEAR AT LOCAL THEATRE SOON

One whole week of solid majors, as its title, "Seven Days" suggests, was the way the university dramatic authority put it when speaking in regard to the play which the Dramatic authority put in at the local theatre next Tuesday. He said that there was crowded into that play much more fun and humor than the average man or woman in much more than seven usual days. These were seven unusual days according to the members of the cast who are practicing the play daily or rather evening.

The coaching is being done by Mr. Laney and the cast of any play composed of him terifies it before success from the start. The professor has had large experience in coaching of amateur plays and has found, he said, that any amateur play will not be a success without competent work of a constructive nature. Mr. Laney's usual good temper is said to be lost much more times before a play is put on, but always with his gratifying result that failure common to amateur plays are conspicuous by their absence. The cast, also, after a few rehearsals, take a deeper interest in the work and before the product is given to the public it has passed a rigid attention of every one who knows.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE IOWAN

Ladies' shoes shined at Saturday's Eyes tested FREE NO MEDICINE

I have secured the services of an expert optician of 25 years experience

G. O'BRIEN

Under the Electric Sign

on Washington St.

$1.50 The Daily Iowan

Will be sent to your room Every Morning Before Breakfast, for the Rest of the Year.

The Most Interesting Half of the Collegiate Year Yet to Come.

REPORTS OF Baseball Season, Track Season, Wrestling Season, Baseball Season,

Every Game, Meet, and Event of these Seasons Reported Accurately.

Activities of the Classes and Colleges Yet to Come.

You Cannot Afford to Not Keep Up with the Progress of Your University.

IT WILL COST YOU BUT

$1.50 The Daily Iowan

Send Card with Name and Address, or drop in at the office.

YOU KNOW WHERE IT IS.

Dance Suppers and Banquets

At

THE BURKLEY IMPERIAL

Best Cafe Equipment in Town

COSMOPTOLIONS' INTERNATIONAL NITE

Speakers From Six Different Na on Programmes: Music as Reading

For the first time in Iowa, Cosmotpolitan club evening presented an "International Night" program. This will pre be an annual feature of the club entertainments in the future, and will be provided in addition to the J re, Filipino and Philo eusal programs.

The last meeting night consisted of entertainment with instructions very interesting and varied program Miss Lucy Ginnelly sang a selection of Irish and British songs. "Dear Old Yule." The toast druw was carried out as usual by Mr. Spaulding, R. H. Do nes as chairman.

The tales dealt with phrases and thought in India, Creations Philosophes, China, Japan and America. Many stories were brought out and made interesting through being pressed by representatives from the e world considered.

THEATRE

Morning Before Breakfast, for
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ARISTOCRACY IN ATHLETICS

The university of Washington, is facing a problem which has arisen within their athletic world. To democ...
THE "INSPECTOR OF POLICE"

AT THE PASTTIME TODAY

The "Inspector of Police" is a detective play of real merit. It is a picture of the recovery of a quantity of valuable jewelry. The scenes are intensely interesting from start to finish. The thrilling capture of the thief is a situation well worth seeing. The photography is excellent and will please you.

IN THREE REELS

ALSO

A FOURTH REEL

Admission 10c

Johnson Co. Republicans

Convene at Court House:

The Johnson County Republican convention was held yesterday evening, at the court house, the purpose being to fill the delegates in the republicans congressional convention, to be held in Davenport, Wednesday, Jan. 11.

The convention was called to order by R. K. Stevens, county central committee chairman.

D. W. Coffee was named chairman, and Dr. E. Brightland was elected secretary.

Delegates were selected as follows:

Field Scholars

K. E. Johnson

The Women's Literary Societies

Present

LUCINE FINCH

Telling Her Mammy's Stories

Miss Finch is a Southern girl. She tells the stories as she heard them when a little girl.

Her "Mammy was the daughter of an African king. She came to America when 18 years of age"

Don't Forget The Date

JANUARY 19

Price 35 Cents

Seated Sale at Wieneke's
COACH WATSON SATISFIED WITH SHOWING MADE FIRST FEW DAYS

The first week of active work, by the track athletes of the university, under Coach Jack Watson, reveals a promising outlook. This is all that could be expected early in the season. About seventy men are working daily, and most of them will continue in their work from now until the end of the season.

Besides these seventy new men, the trackmen are several men interested in basketball. The track men who are in basketball work at this time of the year, are doing even more than track men. They will be in the pick of condition when the basketball season ends, and without doubt will be able to swing into the track work plus basketball.

Coach Watson is well satisfied with the showing made thus far. Of course it is impossible to make any predictions yet, but there are several men who are displaying some excellent condition, as well as ability on the track. Capt. Parsons is one of the most promising basketball players, but despite his basketball obligations, finds time to be the track men know he is on the map and will be with them, just as more as he can get away from the floor.

Coach Watson is anxious that more men get out for training. Mr. Watson says he has things he wants to teach the men, and he wants to get them as much training as possible.

ALFRED NOYES

Iowa City, February 5. Many eyes were on foot to bring him there again and thus for a second time he will lecture at Coe college. From here he will go to St. Paul. Mr. Noyes is looking forward to being among the best college cities and universities, appearing in many of these places for a second engagement.

Locally, Alfred Noyes has been engaged by many women's clubs of the city, by the fine arts association, by literary and dramatic societies of the university and by professors, ministers and others who are acquainted with the work of the English poet. Noyes is booked to speak in many of the leading eastern cities and universities, appearing in many of these places for a second engagement.

PADEREWSKI

It is a deplorable fact that the most musicians know little or nothing of their music. From this has risen a very common belief that the art of music so wraps the minds of its practitioners and so narrows them that they can find interest in nothing else. This is true to a much lesser extent, and little harm is done, but it is true to a much lesser extent, and little harm is done.

It is quick to acknowledge the good qualities of a fellow artist, quick to point them out to others and his demands on himself. He has been called upon to speak on his subject. He was born in Czar.

RUBENSTEIN SPEAKS AT CHURCH TONIGHT

"Sixteen Years in the Land of the Czar." Topic of Lecture at Presbyterlcn Church

Luscombe Makes the Best Groups. Ask Anyone

THE University Dramatic Club

"SEVEN DAYS"

A screamingly funny 3-act comedy

TUESDAY, JANUARY 20th

AT - THE - ENGLERT

ASK HER TONIGHT

SEAT SALE MONDAY

9:00 o'clock. - At the Englert

$1.85

SPECIAL NOTICE

Owing to our heavy buying on Satin Slippers we are now in position to give you your choice of any style, in all colors, high and low heels.

The $3.00 and $3.50 grades for $1.85

This also includes the Baby Doll Style
Climb the stairs and save Dollars
It always pays

Iowa City $2.50 Shoe Parlor

129-12 E. Washington St.

$1.85